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A 65802/65816 pre-boot
This month we're going to take an in-depth lool^ at the newest members of

the 6502 family, the 65802 and 65816 microprocessors. The 6502was atthe

heart ofthe earliestApple lis, Il-Pluses,and lies. An enhanced version ofthis

chip, Itnown as the 65C02, is at the heart of ilcs and enhanced lies. The
65802 is a direct replacement for these earlier chips—you can plug it into

the 6502 sociiet of current versions of the^ple II. Meanwhile, Apple could

dowOTse than to use the 65816 in future additions to the Apple II line.

Since I didn'tknow anythingabout these newer chips untiljust a fewweeks
ago, 1 commissioned Michael Fischer, author of 65816/65802 Assembly
Language Programming published by Osbome/McQraw-Hill, to write an
article for Open-Apple thatwould introduce the new members ofthe 6502
family to all of us. His article appears in this issue. Parts of it were taken
directly from his book and appear with the permission ofthe publisher

Before I turn things over to Fischer, however, let me supply your human
operatingsystems with a little pre-bootinformationtoease your Introduction

to the natf chips. Some ofthe stuff IH cmtr Fisdier also covers in his article,

but it will probably help your understanding to hear the same stoiy twice

from different people.

Those of you who see nothing but obscure computer jargon in this

month's issue should begin by going back and reading The Wagic of Peek

and Poke in the Februaryissue (pages 2.2-2.5). That article isan introduction

to microprocessors, memory, and how computers work. What it doesn't tell

you Is that insMe old Queen 6502 fliers are sotiie rery special memory
locations rasters. In Uie 6502 most ofthese registers can hold any

number between zero and 255—they are one-byte, or 8-blt registers. The
most special one of all is called UieA Register.A stands for action—and this

is where it all takes place.

Other registers in the 6502 are the XandY Index Registers, which are used

for counting passes through loops and for accessing series of bytes in

sequence; ttie Program Counter, which points to the byte that holds the

machine languE^e instruction cunrenttybeing executed; the Status Register,

which lK)lds some 1-bit flags and switches; and 8ie Stad( Re^ster, which

points a crooked finger at our current position in the stack.

The stack, at least in the 6502, is a 256-byte data storage area that is kind

of like a Rolodex flattened out and hung from the ceiling. The first number
you push onto the stack goes on the card at the top. The next number you
push goes onto the next card down, and so on. When you pull a number off

the stack, you always get the last one pushed on. In other words, the lastone
on is the first one off. The Stack Register simplykeeps track ofthe push/pull

position inside this 256-byte stack.

Back in February, we learned that the memory inside an Apple 11 is most
easily thought of as 256 pages, each holding 256 bytes— this makes 256
times 256 or 65,536 total bytes. The 6502 gives the very first ofthese pages,

known as page zero, some special magical qualities.

Conquering intimidation. If microprocessor chips; their registers,

stacks, and zero pages; their operation codes (instructions) and operands

(the data to be used by the instruction) still Intimidate you, its because the

peoplewhowritettieori^naldocuntentaliOH forsudi drips don't concentrate

hard enough on the words theyuse to describe things.

Frankly my own first brushes with the 65816 leftme cold and scared. The
diip seemed vastly more complicated than the 6502. But, as Fischer will

showyou later, ifs reallyjust a 6502 at the core, surrounded by elegant flesh

that gives it muscle. There are more registers in the 65816, yes, but the A
register, and only theA register, is stillwhere all the action is. The stack is still

there, but Ifs bigger and Qrere are lots more ways to use It Likewise, page
zero has become bank zero and its magic is more powerful.

After reading Fischer's article 1 finally figured out that my fear of this chip

resulted from nothing but the words its designers used to desaibe it The
words are fear provoking— the chip itself is not

The chip has what its designers call an emuiatfon mode, in which it does

what a 6502 can do just exactfy like a 6502 does (although, even in this

mode, it can also do lote more). It also has whales called a nattoe mode. In

wArich it does the things only the 65816 can do.

ftyproblem is that Uieword "emulation" means a lesser thing acting like a

greater thing. The 65816's designers, however, use the word to mean a
greater thing (a 65816) acting like a lesser thing (a 6502). Thus, when I see

the word, it takes my brain awhile to figure outwhat they really mean.
This wouldn't be so bad, except the word "native", which the 65816's

desipers use to describe the chip's enhanced mode, makes me think ofa
primitive state, not an advanced state. Thereare any number ofword pairs

(original-enhanced, front-back, outside-inside, startup-operational) that

would have made better names for these modes than emulation-native.

riot even the chip's designers can change these words now, however,

without creating a Babel. These are the words the designers handed down to

us and these are the words we'll have to use to communicate with. They're

the ones Fischer uses and other authors after him will use them, too.

But ifthe designers hadworked ashard on thewords theyusedto describe
the chip as theywrakedcm the rest (rfthe c4jip% desip, itvtfouldbe an easier

device to learn how to use. Countless hours of confusion and bug-hunting
yet to comewould have been avoided.

Ready for more examples? What does "reset" mean? If "set" means to

make a bit equal to X shouldn't "reset' mean make equal tola second
time? But here "set" means make equal to 1 and "resef means make equal

to 0. This is an abomination. In the 6502 world we already had a perfectty

>eu KNov/m QUY m) bought ahw sorvw?
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good word, "clear, " that meantmake equal to zero. Ifeveryone would use the

word pair "clear-set," rather than "reset-set," the world would go round a

good deal faster than it does.

Bringing this all up now is like arguing with the umpire. 1 don t do it

because I tiiink we can ever get better words for the 65816, but because 1

hope ttiose ofyou \Aio design chips (and ottier things) in the future will give

lots ofQioug^t to thewordsyoxi use to describe them.

The names of the 65816's two operational modes and our rebrush with

set incidentally, are just a little scare compared to the handivetting fear

you'll feel when 1 tell you the names of some of the new chip's addressing

modes. Fortunately there"s a good solution to this problem, so don"t let the

following list frighten you away Before 1 give you the solution, however,

imagine eavesdropping on a discussion between two programmerswho are

decidingwhich ofthe fbllcwdng addressingmodes to use:

direct indirect

direct indexed indirect

direct indirect indexed

direct indirect long

diPBct indirect long indaxBd

Not even certified HeDaPs could ke^ these straight But by far the most

confusing thing about ttie 65816's addressing modra is their names.

Hundreds, maybe thousands, of people will give up on 65816 assembly

language because they can tmake any sense out ofthem. But ifs no wonder

— these names are nearly flat out nonsense to begin with. They are ten times

worse than no names at all. Don"t even ty to remember or understand them.

Instead,just associate what a command looks like— LDA (d),Y for example

—with where the data is going to come from or go to.

Fwthtffieofi^wAioarenewaround assembly language,! should explain

that an "addressing mode" is like a redpe used by a machine language

inshnction to Bnd the data it"s supposed to work on. Tar example, the 6502

has an immediate mode, which means the data is right there inside the

program. LDA #3 tells the 6502 to load a 3 into the A Register. Then there"s

absolute mode, which means the data is at a certain address. LDA 3 tells the

6502 to load the A Register with the value in byte 3. And there"s indirect

mode, which means the data is at a final address that's being pointed to by an

intermediate address. Tor example, LDA (3) tells the 6502 to look in bytes 3

and 4 foran address that points to another address, then to loadwhatever is

atthatotheraddress into dieA register, rinally, there's indexed mode, which

means the data is at the^n address plus the value in theX orY Re^ster.

LDA 3,X, for example, gets the data at byte 8 if the X Re^ster holds a 5. All

other addressing modes are nothing but combinations ofthese four basic

types.

The 6502 family has a large variety of addressing modes compared to

most other chips.These modes arewhat give the chip much ofits power. The

toughest part of learning assembly language is the week of nightmares you

have to toss and turn through to reconcile these silicon-based addressing

modes with your or^nic brain. Once you're past Uial however, assembly

language programming is a snap.

256 S = 65816. The firstchangeyou notice viher\ moving from the 6502

to ihe 65816 is thatwhere beforeyou had 256 pages ofmemory towork with,

you now have 256 banks ofmemory, each with 256 pages.The 65816 can use

three full bytes— 24 bits— to specify a memory address. This gives it the

ability to directly address 256 times 256 times 256 t^tea of memoiy—
16J77,216 bytes (16 megabytes) in all.

The magical powers of the 6502"s page zero are extended to all of bank

zero on the 65816. Likewise, the 6502"s 256-byte stack becomes a 65,536-

b^stadt.
The A, X, and Y registers on the 65816 can be cxm^ired as either 6502-

like 8-bit registers (in whichcaseanew,almostuseless, 8-bit register calledB
appears) or as 16-bit registers. The A register and the index registers can be

configured independently so that, for example, X and Y can be 8 bits wide

while A is 16 bits wide. When a register configured for 16-bits accesses

memory, it gets two memoiy bytes— a full 16-bits—with one whack. For

example, PHA pushes two bytes on the stack ifA is configured for 16 bits. LDX

$33 loads both byte $33 and1^ $34 intoX ifX is configured for 16 bits.

The stack r^ter is 16 bits wide on the 65816— this is how the chip

manages a 65,536 byte stack. The stack always lives in bank zero.

In orderto directlyaccess the fiill 16 megabytes ofmemory the65816 has

two new registers. One is called the Data Bank Register and the other is

called the Program Bank Register. The Program Bank Register always holds

the bank number of the program that is currently executing. You can only

changethe Program Bank Registerwith certain newforms oftheJl^PandJSR

(and RTS and RTl) insbaictions. All brandies, such as BEQ and BCC, stay

within the current bank, even if it means wrapping from byte $FFrF to byte

$0000 in that bank. Thus the modules of a program can reside in several

different banks, but any single module must be wholly within a single bank.

The Data Bank Register points to the bank that will be used by addressing

modes that specify a two-byte address. There are also addressing modes
that spedfythree^te addresses—these can be used to get into any bank

no matterwhat the contents ofthe Data Bank Register are.

There are also some addressingmodes thatuse a one-byte address. In the

6502 thesewere called zero page addressing modes. The one-byte address

was always assumed to be on page zero. On the 65816 these one-byte

modes still exist, but they are called direct modes rather than zero page

because they use a new register called the Direct Register. This register is 16-

bits wide and is capable of pointing at any byte within bank zero. The one-

byte address that follovs the opcode is added to the Direct Register to

calculate a bvo-t^ address within bank zero. Ifyou are using 8-bltX andY
registers, you can effectively have multiple 256-1^ zero-pages aiiyudi»e

within bank zero by manipulating the Dired Re^ster. With 16-bit X and Y
registers, on the other hand,you can aocessall (tfbank zero even iftheDired

Raster is left full ofgoose eggs.

There are four one-byte addressing modes on the 65816. The only

memory bank that can be accessed with these modes is bank zero. Let"s let

OPC stand for an operation code that is valid with a given addressing mode.A
capitalD is the 16-bit Direct Register.A small d stands fora one-byte address

following the opcode. The four aoBtifiie modes are:

OPC d D + d

OPC d,X D + d + !<

OPC d,Y D + d + Y

OPC d,5 S + d

"direct" [was "zero-page niodfi" on G502)

"direct indexed with X"

"direct indexed uith Y*

"stack relative"

The stacfc relatfpcmode isnewand has all kinds ofpower. Itmakes it quite

easy to pass variables to a subroutine using the stack, because the

subroutine can dig the variables out of the stack without resorting to

pushing, pulling, or otherwise modifying the stack. For example, here's a way

for a calling routine to pass a value to a subroutine, and for the subroutine to

pass a result back to ttie caller, without using ai^ registers or absolute

memoiy locations:

PHfl Push value on stack.

JSR CfiLC

PLH Pull result off stack,

etc.

CflLC LDfl 3.S LDfl l.S would get the last value pushed

etc. on the stack. The JSR put two bytes there,

STH 3,5 thus we use LDfi 3,S.

RTS STfl 3,5 sends a result back to the caller.

Multiple values could be placed on the stack as long as the sul»outine

knew uAiere tolook forthem «dth instructions such as IDA 5,S; IDA 7,S; and

soon.

There are seven two-byte addressing modes. These modes can access any

of the 256 possible memoiy banks, tlowever, they use the contents of tlie

Data Bank Register, also known as DBK to specify the bank. Several (tfthese

modes are indlred. In die indirect examples that follow, the address in

psoanSiesespdnlstothetwo-t^ address that is used for that mode, Note

that in these cases onfy one address byte actualfy follows the 0]Xode. This

single byte is used to calculate the pointer. The pointer aims at OietMO-l^
address the insbuction actualfy uses. Where a stands for a two-byte address

following an opcode, the seven two-byte addressing modes are:

OPC a

OPC a,X

OPC a,Y

OBK * a

m * 1 * H

DBR + a + Y

OPC (d) DBR

CPC (d),Y DBR

OPC (d,X) DBR

OPC (d,S),Y DBR

(D + d)

(D + d) + V

(D + d + X)

(S + d) + Y

"ilmalutB'

'absolute indexed uith X'

"absolute indexed uith Y'

"direct indirect"

"direct indirect indexed"

"direct indexed indirect"

"stack relative indirect indexed"

The (d,S),Y mode allows a subroutine to use a pointer that has been

passed to it within the stack. Another possibilify is to push pointers on the

stack rather than using predetermined zero-bank locations. For example:

LDY M clear Y

LDfl table. adr get address of table

PHR push on stack
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LDfl (1,S),Y get first value in table

PLV pull addrBss back off stack and discard

There are four three-byte address modes. Again, some of these modes
actually have only one byte following the opcode. This single byte is used to

calculate a pointer. The pointer is aimed at a three-byte address. These

modes are called indirect iongand use brackets rather than parantheses.

Where a( stands for a three-byte address following an opcode, the four

modes are:

DPC al al "absolute long"

OPC al.X al + X "absolute long indexed with X"

CPC [d] (D + d) "direct indirect long"

DPC [d],Y (D + d) + Y "direct indirect long Indexed"

There are several other addressing modes, but 1 better leave something

for Fischer to talk about On the next page there's a massive chart I have

constructed that shows all the 65816 opcodes and addressing modes, and

the addressing modes that can be used with each opcode. The numbers

(12,3,4) indicate the total length of an instruction. All 65816 opcodes are

one byte long. The other bytes in an instruction make up the operand. A
single tick mark next to a number means that that opcode/addressing

mode combination first appeared on the 65C02; a double tick mark

indicates the combination is new on the 65816.

Study the chart for awhile, then read Fischefs article, then study the chart

some more. The impressive thing is how everything we've learned using the

6502 can be leveraged into knowledge about the 65816. Knowing how to

program the 6502 is the real pre-boot to the 65816. I'm sure we'll be talking

about this chip much more in the fijture. 1 hopeyou find it as fascinating as 1

do.

Introduction to the 65802/65816

Copyright 1986 byNichaei A. Fischer

The 65816 ("sixty-five-eight-sixteen") is a microprocessor that is an
upwardly compatible member ofthe 65xxx family ofmicroprocessors. It can
run programs that were written to run on a 6502/65C02. It is not a
downwardlycompatible chip, however— programs written to take advantage
of the full power ofthe 65816, by and large, will not run on a 6502 or 65C02.
The 65816 was developed by theWestern Design Center (2166 East Brown

Road, Mesa AZ 85203). Their version of the chip is called a W65SC816, It is

also manufactured by General Telephone and Electronics under a license

from the Western Design Center. The QTE version is called a Q65SC816.
The chip is an internal 16-bit microprocessor. However, its external data

line is only 8 bits wide. It transmits 16 bits of data by first sending the low 8
bits of data (sometimes called the least significant byte) over the data line

followed by the high 8 bits (sometimes called the most significant byte). This

technique of sending different kinds of information over the same line at

different times is called multiplexing. While the 65816 transmits data in two

8-bit chunks, a programmerneeds only to give it onecommand to transmit a

16-bit chunk of data.

TWonewchips. There are actuallytwo flavors ofthis new 16-bit processor

The 65802 ("sixty-five-eight-oh-two") is similar to the 65816 in that it handles

16-bit data. It has, however, a 16-bit address line, which means it can directly

address only 65,536 bytes— the same as the 6502/65C02. By contrast, the

65816 can work with either 16-bit or 24-bit addresses, permitting it to

address up to 16 megabytes.

When using its 24-bit addressing capability, the 65816 multiplexes the

upper 8 bits ofthe address on the data bus while it puts the lower 16 bits on
the address bus. When using 16-bit addressing, the 65816 uses the address

bus alone.

At first glance it would seem that there is little reason for the existence of

the 65802, since the 65816 can do everything it can do and address up to 16

•""gabytes ofmemory besides. The advantage ofthe 65802 is that it is "pin

ipatible" with the 6502/65C02. This means that each pin on the 65802

) performs the same function as the similarly placed pin on the 6502/
;02— in other words, a 65802 can be placed in the same socket on an
lie lie as the 6502/65C02 and give you the advantage of the extended

^mbly language instruction set This will only be an advantage to those

I do assembly language programming.A 65816 will notwork if placed in

. . 6502/65C02 slot on an Apple He.

From now on the term "65816," as used in this article, also includes the

65802 except in discussions of 24-bit addressing and other areas where the
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context makes it clear that only the 65816 is being discussed.

Emulation mode. How does the 65816 accomplish its magic ofworking

as a 6502, 65C02 and a 65816? The chip can run in either native mode or

emulation mode. In emulation mode it responds to 6502 commands nearly

the same as a 6502. The important operational differences from a standard

6502/65C02are;

L All 65816 operation codes and addressing modes function, although

the upper 8 bits of24-bit addresses are ignored. Programs that use opcodes
thatwere undefined on the 6502/65C02 will be sony on the 65816.

2 . There is a second accumulator, known as the B register. The onlyway to

use this register is to exchange its contents with the A register by means of

the XBA (exchange B and A registers) command. The command is also

known as theSWA (SWAp) command.
3. The Stack Pointer in the 6502/65C02 is an 8-bit register that

permanently points to an address on page one of memory (fi-om $0100 -

$01FF). The value in the pointer is between $00 and $FF The 65816's Stack

Pointer is a 16-bit register that can point to any address between $0000 and
$FFFF While the 65816 Stack Pointer in emulation mode normally works

with stack values between $0100 and $01FF several different operations can

increment or decrement the Stack Pointer beyond this range when
transferring more than one byte ofdata. All ofthe operations that can do this

are new to the 65816 and would not normally be used in emulation mode,

however,

4. The Direct Register is a 16-bit register that is new to the 65xxx family

with the 65816. As long as its value is $0000 it has no effect on emulation

mode operation with 6502/65C02 commands. However, if it is set to values

other than zero it can have a profound effect on emulation mode because it

eff^ectively moves page zero elsewhere. It is extremely important that

programs that modify the Direct Register clear it back to zero before quitting.

5. The TSC command, new with the 65816, transfers the contents of the

Stack Pointer to the C register (a new name for theA register when it's in 16-

bit mode). However, in emulation mode (as in native mode), TSC transfers

not only the lower 8 bits of the Stack Pointer to the accumulator, it also

transfers the upper 8 bits (permanently set to $01 in emulation mode) to the

B register. This eff'ect is only significant if you are storing a value in the B
register.

Native mode. That's enough emulation. i*iow let's look at the architecture

ofthe 65816 in native mode. First a general description. The 65816 contains

the following registers;

L An accumulator that can be configured as either a 16-bit accumulator

(known as C or A) or as two 8-bit accumulators (known as A and B).

Configuration takes place by placing a 1 (for 8-bit mode) or a (for 16-bit

mode) in a status bit (known as the M bit) in the 65816's processor Status

Register. (More on that later.)

2. TWo index registers, called X and Y. The registers can be configured as

either 16- or 8-bit registers by placing a 1 (for 8-bit mode) or a (for 16-bit

mode) in the newX bit ofthe Status Register.

3. A 16-bit Stack Pointer that permits the setting of the stack anywhere in

the first bank ofmemory (locations $000000-$OOFFFF).

4. A 16-bit Program Counter that holds the address ofthe next command.
5. A 16-bit Direct Register that permits the addressing of memory

anywhere in the first bank of memory faster than addressing memory
located elsewhere.

6. A Status Register consisting of9 bits, 8 ofwhich are directly accessible.

This register is discussed in greater detail below.

7. There are two 8-bit registers in the 65816 that give it the capacity for ftill

24-bit addressing. These two registers are also present in the 65802 but they

have no efl'ect on the actual address since that processor is restricted to 16-

bit addressing. The Data Bank Register, which can hold the upper 8 bits ofa
24-bit data address, is used only in certain long addressing modes
discussed later in this article. The Program Bank Register is used to hold the

upper 8 bits of the address of the next program command. Setting the

Program Bank Register is restricted to a very few commands, as discussed

below.

The Status Register. As discussed earlier, the Status Register is a
collection of various bits. These bits consist of some mode-select bits

(which, for instance, determinewhether mathematical operations take place

in binary or decimal mode), and some status flags that indicate what
occurred as the result of some recent operation. Some of these bits are

unchanged from the 6502/65C02. These include:

L The cany (C) bit a status flag, which indicates whether the latest

arithmetic or logical command resulted in a carry out of the eighth or

sixteenth bit
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G5862/G5B1G QPERflTlDNS AND RDDRESSING MODES

The numbers 1,2,3,4 indicate the total length of the instruction and its operand in bytes. Conbinations marked ' first appeared on the £5C02, ' on the £5816.

bank access notes-

addressing nodes

bank only

D8R not USSd

d.X d,V d.S

all banks all banks

DSR * 2-byt« adr 3-byts adr

all banks

* 2-byti adr

all banks see

3-byti adr blu

a,X a,Y al al.X (d) td),V (d.X) (d,S).V [d] [d}.Y xyc

current bank only

can't Changs PBR

n (a) (s.X)

flRITHMETHIC, LDGICflL, COtlPflRISDN, HND MEMQRV fiCCESS CDMflfiNDS

LW/flOC/SBC/CW 2/3- 2 2 2- 3 3 3 4- 4" 2' 2 2 2" 2~ 2"

/niM /cna 2 2 2" 3 3 3 4" 4" 2' 2 2 2" 2~ 2"

STfl 2 2 2" 3 3 3 A" 4- 2' 2 2 2- 2- 2-

BIT 2'/3' 2 2' 3 3'

fiSL/LSR 1 2 2 3 3

ROL/ROR 1 2 2 3 3

INC/DEC 1' 2 2 3 3

TSB/TRB 2' 3'

LDX 2/3" 2 2 3 3 Irnmediate mode commands require 2- or 3-bgte operands depending

LDY 2/3- 2 2 3 3 uhethsr the reglstar bslng used is set for 6 or IE bits.

STX 2 3

STY 2 2 3

cpx/cpy 2/3- 2 3

INX/DEX/INY/DEY 1

STZ 2" 2' 3- 3- Storss a zero in niainory without changing the n Register.

nvp/nvN Hovs block: fl=slzt of block-l, X^source, Y=dest, xyc=source bank, dest bank. 3-

Use MVP If dest^soum and blocks overlap. Use HVN if sourcs^dest. If no overlap, either command is ck.

COMMANDS THAT TRANSFER DATA FROM REGISTER-TO-REGISTER

TflX/TAY/TXA/TYA

TXS/TSX

TXY/TYX

TCS/TSC

TCO/TM

XBfl

CLC/SEC

CLU/SED

CLI/SEI

CLV

REP/SEP

XCE

C indicates the A Register In lE-blt code.

IndlcitK the neu Direct Register.

B Is the high 8 bits of the l£-bU A RsglstSr. A indlcatss the lou B bits.

COMMANDS THAT CHANGE THE STATUS REGISTER (also known as P]

1"

BPL/BHI

BVC/BVS

BNE/BEQ

BCC/BCS

BRA

BRL

XBA moves the contents of A to B and B to A.

6502 mode NVIBDIZC lie unused; B is br«^,^Utrue

65802/65816 aode NVMXDIZC Mis A-reg width, 1^ bits, 0sl6 bits

X IS X j. y Bldth, 1=B bits, e»16 bits

REP elsai^, SEP tsts the blt« indicatsd—s.g. REP Xe000t001 is the sane ae CLC.

XCE exchanges Qsrry Bit with Enulation Bit. E=l for 6502 node, E^ for B02/B1E eode.

Z is ara l-trus

C 18 Gsrrs l«true

N Is Sign l=neg

V is ovsrflOH l=tnis

Is BCD bit l=true

1 is IRQ bit 1-lntsrrupU disabled

PHfi/PLfl 1

PW>/PLP 1

mX/PLX/PHY/PLY 1'

PHD/PLD 1-

PHB/PLB 1-

PHK 1-

PER 3-

PEI 2"

PER 3-

COHHRNDS THAT NRITE TO AND READ FROM THE STACK

D is ths neu BlrSGt Regleter

B is the neu Data Bank Register

K is the n(H Prdgrae Bank Register—note that ^is register can only be read, not written to.

PER ie Pueh leaedlate—the 2-byte operand is pu^ied on ths stack.

PEI is Push IndirBct--ths 1-byte operand is added to ths Direct Reg; the 2-byts value at that address Is pushsd on the stack.

PER la Push RelativB--ths 2-byte operand is added to the Program Counter and the result ie pushed on the eteck.

PROGRAM CONTROL COMHANOS

All branchee except BRL can go forward 129 bytes or backward 126 bytes.

BRL can go foruard 32770 bytes or backwards 32765 bytes. Housver, all

branches stty mlthln a single bank. They always wrap from SFFFF to

$0000 Within the current bank.

JSR

JMP

RTS/RTI

JSL

JML

RTL

BRK

3-

3 3-

4"

4- 3-

1' Only 5 coeeands can change the contents of the Prograa Bank Regleter—JSL al, JML al, JML (a), RTL and RTI.

1/2-

OTHER COMMANDS

NOP

STP

Nfll

COP

MOM

1

1'

1'

Stop until reset.

Halt until interrupt.

For use with a ca-proceesor.

Reserved for activating future 32-blt chip.
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2. The zero (Z) bit, a status flag, which indicates if the result of the last

operation ofany kind was zero.

3. The interrupt disable (1) bit, a mode-select bit, which can enable or

disable interrupt requests.

4. The decimal (D) bit, a mode-select bit, which determines if the

mathematical operations will occur in binaiy or binaiy-coded-decimal.

5. The overflow (V) bit, a status flag, which indicates whether an overflow

resulted from the most recent mathematical operation. An overflow is

defined as a cany from bit 14 to 15 (or from bit 6 to 7 in 8-bit mode).

6. The negative (M) bit, a status flag, which indicates whether there was a

negative result from the most recent mathematical or logical operation. A
negative result is defined as a value with the most significant bit (bit 15 in 16
bit mode) set to one.

One bit familiar to 6502/65C02 programmers that is not present in the

65816 native mode Status Register is the break (B) bit It is present, however,

when the 65816 is in emulation mode. This status flag indicates whether the

cause ofan interruptwas hardware or software. This bit is not really needed
with the 65816, as we'll see later, in the discussion on interrupts.

Three bits ofthe Status Register arenewMth Uie€5816. These are;

1 The index register (X) bit, a mode-select bit, which determines whether

the data widtti ofthe X andY index registers is 8 (X=l) or 16 (X=0) bits.

2. The memory select (M) bit, a mode-select bit, which determines whetiier

the data width ofthe accumulator and commands such as STZ is 8 (M=l) or

16(M=0)bits.

3. The emulation (E) bit, a mode-select bit, which determines whetiier ttie

65816 is in emulation (E=l) or native (E=0) mode.
All of tiie 6502/65C02 mode-select bits and some of Uie 6502/65C02

status flags can be set and cleared by individual commands in either native

or emulation mode. For example, the cany bit can be set by the SEC (for SEt

Cany bit) command and the interrupt disable bit can be cleared by the CLl

(for CLear Interrupt disable) command, But there are some bits for which

there are no set or clear commands.
none ofthe new 65816 status bits have thefr own set or clear commands.

Instead there are two new commands, REP (for REset Processor status bits)

and SEP (for SEt Processor status bits), which can clear or set any
combination of tiie Status Register's bits except tiie emulation bit

The emulation bit Is not actually one ofthe 8 bits ttiatmake up the Status

Register Instead, it conceptually hides behind the carry bit and can be set or

cleared by a single command, XCE (for exchange Cany and Emulation bits).

The XCEcommand swaps ttie values in the canyand emulation bits. Thus to

set the emulation bit (and place the 65816 into emulation mode) you would
give tiie two commands SEC (SEt Cany bit) and XCE, resulting in a set

emulation bit To clear the emulation bit (and place the 65816 into native

mode) you would give tiie two commands CLC (CLear Cany bit) and XCE,
resulting in a cleared emulation bit

Interrupts. An interrupt is a signal to tiie microprocessor tiiat tells it to

stop what it's doing and ati;end to something else. The 6502/65C02
supports four types of intenupts; tiie 65816 supports six. All six are

supported in both emulation and native modes. For each type of interrupt

tiiere is a fixed location in memory called an intermpt vector, which points to

a routine for handling that type of interrupt

Of the 6502's four interrupts, three (IRQ, interrupt request; MI, non-
maskable intenupt and Reset) are generated by electronic signals from
other hardware and the fourth is caused by the EM. (break) command. BRK
and IRQ share an intenupt vector— tiie 6502 (and ttie 65816 in emulation
mode) differentiates between them with the Status Register's B bit

In 65816 native mode, on the other hand, BRK and IRQ are separated so
that a BRK bit is no longer necessaiy One of the two new interrupts is Abort,

which can be used by special types of hardware to fool the 65816 into

tiiinking there is more RAM in tiie computer than is really tiiere. The other is

a software interrupt called COP (co-processor), which allows a program to

call special-purpose auxiliary processors. Here is a complete list of the
interrupt vectors the 65816 supports;

GSaiG interrupt vectors (all yectors are in banl< 0, page SFF]

IRQ

Reset

emulatian mode

yectors

FE-r

FC-D

native mode

vectors

EF-F

reserved (uses emulation vector)

NMl

Abort

BRK

COP

FH-B

FB-9

reserved

F4-5

uses IRQ)

Eft-B

Efi-9

Cfi-7

E4-S

for implementing virtual iefflOry

for implBmentlng co-processing

The effect of a reset in tiie 65816 is to set the Direct Data Bank, Program
Bank, X high andY high Registers to zero; set tiie Stack Pointer high to $01;

clear the D bitand set tiie M,X I andEMts in flie SiatiisRegister.This puts tiie

65816 in emulationmode— for this reason tiiere is no separate native mode
reset vector.

Let's take a BRK. The BRK instruction is considered a single byte

insti^iction in ttie 6502/65C02. The 65816, by conti-ast h-eats botii Uie BRK
and the COP insboictions as two-byte commands. The byte foflowing the

command itself serves different purposes for tiie BRK and COP instructions;

1. When BRK is used in debugging, a common use, it is often inserted in

place ofa 2-byte instruction. The BRK code itself ($00) is placed over the first

byte and the second byte is skipped.A return from interrupt (RTI) instruction

win pick up at the proper location following a two-byte BRK instruction.

2 . The 1-byte operand following theCOPcode is known as a signature byte.

This byte can be used to pass parameters to the interrupt-handling routine

and thus to the co-processor. Signature byte values $80-$FF are reserved

and $00-$7F are available for programmer use.

There are two special-purpose software instructions that also work with

intenupts. The 5TP (SToP Uie clock) and WAI (WAitfor Intenupt) commands
place the 65816 into a state of hibernation until a hardware intenupt

resumes normal operation.The STPcommand'swait state can be terminated
only by a reset The Wl command's wait state can be terminated by a reset

mi,orIRQ,

Addressing modes. An assembly language program on most micropro-

cessors, including all members of the 65xxx family, consists of commands
and, in most cases, data upon which the commands operate. The data

sometimes followsthecommand in the program; other times the information

following the command shows where in the computer's memory the data is

located. The various methods by which the microprocessor finds the

information are refened to as addressing modes.

The 6502 has 14 addressing modes. The 65C02 has all 14 ofttiese modes
plus two additional ones. All 16 ofthese modes are also found on the 65816,

although five ofthem— the zero-page addressing modes— are modified. On
the 6502/65C02, the zero-page addressing modes use a single-byte value

that is tiie location of tiie data on page zero ($0000-$00FF). On the 65816,

the zero-page addressing modes are called direct modes. Direct addressing

consists ofa single-bytevalue that follows the inshnction. Thevalue is added

to the 16-bit value in the Direct Registerand the result is an address in bank

zero($000000-$00FFFF).

In emulation mode, ifthe low byte ofthe Direct Register is zero, directpage

operations take place on the page pointed to by the high byte of the Direct

Register. This is known as a relocatable zero page. Operations that extend

beyond the boundary of the page will wrap around inside the page. For

example, IDA $FO,X witii X=$20 and D=$0800, will access byte $0810.

If the low byte of the Direct Register is a value other than zero (in other

words, if the relocated zero page doesn't lie on a page boundary), on the

other hand, operations that extend beyond the boundary of the page will

riOT wrap. For example, LDA$FOX witii X=$20 and D=$0880 will access byte

$0990. The main cause ofa non-zero direct register in emulation mode is a

failure to clear it to zero before leaving native mode.

The 65816 adds eight new forms of addressing to the ones that already

existed under the 65C02. Many oftiie added modes are simply long forms of

existing 6502 modes. A long form ofaddressing is 3 bytes long, utilizing the

24-bit addressing capabilities of the 65816. The long forms of addressing

include;

L Absolute long

2. Direct indirect long indexed

3. Absolute long indexed with X (there is no Absolute long indexed with Y)

4. Direct indirect long

An additional special form of long addressing is the program counter

relative long mode. On the 6502/65C02 there are several branch instinctions,

using a one-byte displacement which can modify the location of program

executionup to 129 bytes ahead ofthe present locationor 126 bytes behind.
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With the program counter relative long mode, there is a two-byte displacement

This results in a change in the execution address ofas many as 32,770 bytes

ahead or 32,765 bytes behind. Only one branch instruction (BRL) supports

this addressing mode, however, and it branches always.

TVo additional new addressing modes use the expanded 16-bit stack

pointer for part of the memory address used. The stack relative addressing

mode takes the one-byte value following the command and adds it to the

value in the stack pointer to obtain the actual memory location of the data,

which is always in bank zero of memory. The stack relative indirect indexed

addressingmode takes the one-byte value following thecommand and adds
it to the value of the Stack Pointer to obtain an address in bank zero. That

address contains a two-byte value that is the lower two bytes of the actual

data address. The Data Bank Register contains the value ofthe highest byte

of the 24-bit address. The Y fegfstsrls used as an Index from that address.

The final new addressing mode is used with the new block move
command and is discussed with that command.
Commands. The various instructions that can be given to the 65816 are

known as opcodes or mnemonics. Each instruction consists ofa three-letter

abbreviation that somewhat explains the fiinction ofthe instruction.

There is no universally-agreed upon method of categorizing instructions.

The organization I will use here is loosely based on the Microprocessor

Assembly Language Draft Standard ofthe IEEE. Differences in the command
sets of the 65xxx family of microprocessors will be discussed within this

organization.

The 6502 has 56 commands and 14 addressing modes that can be

combined into 151 different legitimate instructions. The 65C02 adds 10 new
commands, two new addressing modes, and 29 additional legitimate

combinations. The 65816 adds 26 new commands (for a total of 92), eight

new addressing modes (a total of 24), and 76 new legitimate combinations

(a total of 256).

Arithmetic logic instructions. Thesecommands take a value found in a

specified location and perform eitheran arithmetic (add, subtract, increment,

or decrement), logical (and, or, or exclusive-or), or shift/rotate operation on

it The 65816 adds no new instructions that were not already found on the

65C02, although itadds about30 newcommand/address mode combinations,

resulting from either the new long or stack relative addressing modes.

RRITHMETIC LBJIt INSTRUCTIONS

GS02 esc02 G5B1G

Cgmmand F"o rfns Forms Forms function

BDC B 1 G add memory to accumulator with carry

FIND 8 1 G AND memory with accumulator

flSL 5 Z shift one bit left, memory or accumulator

DEC A 1 decrement memory or accumulator tsy one

DEX 1 decrement X register by one

DEY 1 decrement V register by one

EDR a 1 G Exclusive DR memory with accumulator

INC 4 1 increment memory or accumulator by one

I NX 1 e increment X register by one

INV 1 z increment Y register by one

LSR 5 $ shift one bit right, memory or accumulator

ORfl 8 1 6 OR memory with accumulator

ROL S rotate one bit left, memory or accumulator

ROR 5 rotate one bit right, memory or accumulator

SBC 8 1 G subtract memory from accumulator with borrow

TRB 2 test and reset bit

T5B ei 2 test and set bit

TOTAL 72 11 30

Branch/Jump instructions. I^ormally the 65816 executes machine

code in sequential order. The branch andjump instructions send the65816
to a new location in memory for the next instruction. The 65816 adds four of

these program control instructions to those available on the 65C02— all of

which result from long addressing modes. These are a longJMP using 24'bit

addressing, a long JSR using 24-bit addressing, a long branch using 16-bit

displacement and a long return from subroutine using 24-bit addressing.

BRHNCH/JUMP INSTRUCTIONS

Command

BCC

BCS

BEO

BMI

BNE

S502

Forms

1

1

1

1

1

G5C02

Forms

G5B1G

Forms

branch if carry clear

branch if carry set

branch if equal

branch if minus

branch if not equal

BPL 1 branch if plus

BRA X

BRL 1 brsnch alusys, Iohq

BVC 1 branch i f oyGrf lou c 1 sar

BVS 1 branch if oyspfioio sst

JML 2 jump, lon^

JMP 2 1

JSL 1 jump to subroutine, long

JSR 1 1 jump to subroutine

RTI return from interrupt

RTL 1 return from subroutine, long

RTS 1 return from subroutine

TOTAL 13 2 G

Data transfer instructions. Perhaps the mostcommonlyused assembly
language instructions are the data transfer commands, which move a value

from one location inside the computer to another. These locations maybe in

the computer's RA1*1, its ROM, or a 65816 register. The 65816 adds nine new
data fransfer instructions. These additional instructions are among the

most significant ofthe new 65816 commands. They include:

L The block movecommands (1W1 and iWP), which move a block ofup to

65,536 bytes from any memory location to any other memory location.

Before giving the command, the X Register must contain the lower 16 bits Of

the source address, the Y Register must contain the lower 16 bits of the

destination address, and the Accumulator must contain one less than the

number of bytes to be moved. The format of the instruction consists of the

opcode followed by the source bank number (8 bits) and the destination

bank number (8 bits).

2. New inter-register transfer commands, which move data between the

Accumulator and either the Stack Pointer or the Direct Register, and between
the X and Y Registers. Some of these instructions, and the previous inter-

register transfer commands,ftmction differently depending on the setting of

the M and X bits. In general, ifthe contents ofan 8-bit register are transferred

to a 16-bit register, a zero wifi be placed in the high byte ofthe 16-bit register.

If a 16-bit register is transferred to an 8-bit register, the high byte will be
lopped off. However, transfers between the Accumulator and Stack Pointer

and between the Accumulator and Direct Register are, with one exception,

always 16-bit transfers (the B register is used for the high byte if A is

configured for 8 bits). The only exception is a transfer ofthe Accumulator to

the Stack Register in emulation mode, in which case the contents ofB will be
disregarded and the high byte of the Stack Pointer will remain $01

3. The intra-register transfer command, XBA, which exchanges thevalue in

the A and B portions of the 16-bit accumulator. Note that the other transfer

commands transfer data from one register to another At the end of the

transfer both registers hold the same value. This command swaps the

register values. At the end of the exchange the registers hold opposite

values.

DATA TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS

GS02 G5C02 GSaiG

Command Forms Forms Forms

LDA a 1 G load accumulator with memory

LDX 5 load X register with memory

LDY 5 load Y register with memory

MVN 1 moye block, negative

MVP 1 move block, positive

STA 7 1 G store accumulator in memory

STX 3 store X register in metory

STY 3 store Y register in memory

ST2 4 store zero in memory

TAX 1 transfer accumulator to X register

TAY 1 transfer accumulator to Y register

TOO 1 transfer C accumulator to direct register

ICS 1 transfer C accumulator to Stack register

TDC 1 transfer direct register to C accumulator

TSC 1 transfer stack register to C accumulator

TSX 1 transfer stack register to X register

TXA 1 transfer X register to accumulator

TX5 1 transfer X register to stack register

TXY 1 transfer X register to Y register

TYA 1 transfer Y register to accumulator

TYX 1 transfer Y register to X register

XBA 1 exchange B and A accumulators

TOTAL 37 G 21
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Stack instructions. Some commands either place data on the stack

(called pushing) or remove it from the stack (called pulling). TVo new
instructions pull data from the stack into the Data Bank Register (PLB) and

the DirectRegister (PLD). Three instructions push the value in registers onto

the stack-PHB (Data Bank Register), PHD (Direct Register) and PHI^

(Program Bank Register). liote that there is no pull Program Bank Register

command. The only commands that can change the value in the prog'am

bank register are JSL al,JML al, JML (a), RTL, and RTl.

Three additional stack instructions push data that are not found in 65816

registers. The PEA (Push Effective Address or immediate data) instruction

places the 16-bit value that follows the command onto the stack. The PEl

(Push Effective Indirect address) instruction adds the value of the direct

register to the one-byte value following the instruction to obtain an address.

It tiien places the 16-bitvaluefound at that address on tiie stack.

Poterttially Ore most significant of ttie new 65816 instrudions is ttie PER
(Push Effective program counter Relative data) command. This instruction

adds the value ofthe two-byte operand that follows to the currentvalue ofthe

program counter and places the resulting value on the stack. This

instinction provides the potential of true position-independent code that

doesn't require the hicks needed with tiie 6502/65C02.

5THCK INSTRUCTIONS

G502 65Ce2 E581G

Cainniand Farms Forms Forms

PEfl e e 1 push effective absolute address on stack

PEI 9 1 push effectiue indirect address on stack

PER e e 1 push effectiue PC relative adr on stack

PHfl 1 a e push accumulator on stack

PHB 6 1 push data bank register on stack

PHD e 1 push direct register on stacfe

PHK 6 1 push program bank register on stack

PHP 1 e z push status register on stack

PHX e 1 9 push X register on stack

PHY e push Y register on stack

PLfi I (S e pull accumulator from stack

PLB 1 puU cla^a bank rqgtstBr fppm stack

PLD 1 pull direct rsglstsr froin stack

PLP 1 pull status register from atsck

PLX 1 a pull X register fram etack

PLY e 1 e pull Y register from stack

TOTAL 4 B

Status instractions. Three new commands permit modification of the

processor status byte. These are REP, SEP and XCE. They were discussed

earlier in this article.

STfiTUS IHSTRUCTIQNS

6502 65C02 eSBlE

Conand Forms Forms Forms

CLC 1 clear carry flag

CLD 1 e clear decimal mode

EU. 1 clear interrupt disable bit

CL» 1 clear ouerflou flag

REP 1 reset status bits

SEC 1 set carry flag

5ED 1 set decimal mode

SEI 1 set interrupt disable status

SEP 1 set status bits

XCE 1 exchange carry «nd emulation bits

TDTflL 7 3

Test instractions. Mo new commands are added to tills category by the
65816. However six new addressing mode/command combinations were
added to tiie CMP command, resulting from tiie new long and stack relative

modes.

TEST INSTHUGTIDNS

Command

BIT

CMP

CPX

CPY

Forms

2

8

3

3

Form

3

I

ssBie

Fortis

bit test

compare memory and accumulator

compare memory and X register

compare memory and Y register

Mscellaneous instractions. Some commands defy categorization. The

65816 adds two new instructions. It also includes two relatively unknown

commands that appear only on the Western Design Center version of the

65C02, WAI (wait for interrupt) and STP (stop until Reset). The new

insti^ictions are COP, which is cUscussed in Uiis article under intenrupts, and
WDM,which is arcswved instincttonthatvrill beused inthe future to provide

32-bit floating point math and data operations on the 65832 processor,

which Western Design is now working on. This chip will support all features

of, andwill be pin-com^tible with, the 65816.

fllSCELLHNEOUS INSTRUCTIONS

Command

BRK

COP

NOP

STP

URI

UDM

TDTfiL

£502

Forms

1

1

Bscez

Forms

ESBIE

Forms

force break

coprocessor

no operation

stop the clock

ualt for interrupt

reserved for ESB32

TOTAL IE

Assemblers. There are three Apple 11 assemblers that can handle 65816

1 ffeAinPmisa macro assembler fliat runs on theApple He and He.Two
venslons come in one package; one version runs under DOS 3.3 and tiie

otherunderProDOS. Other goodieswith the package include a disassembler

to aidyou in building source code files from object code, a linker to generate

relocatable code, and a commented, disassembled source code listing of

the Applesoft interpreter.

Merlin Pro is the easiest of the three assemblers to use and is the least

esoteric in its pseudo opcodes. Its major disadvantage is that it presentiy

does not support 24-bit addressing directiy, altiiough you can write a macro

toaccomplish tiie same tiling, Qlen Bredon, ttie autiior ofWeriin,has added
24'bit addressing to a noA?version ofUic assembler presentiyin beta test

The publisher of Merlin Fro is Roger Wagner Publishing, Inc., 10761

Wbodside Avenue, Suite E, Santee, CA 92071 (619) 562-3670. It sells for

$99.95.

2. Orca/M (try reading it backward) is the most powerful of the 65816

assemblers. It handles 24-bit addressing and includes a linker that creates

relocatable code, ft also has a disassembler and a maao library with

routines for mathematics, inputandou^utgraphics,and otiiermiscellaneous

functions. Orca/M adheres most dose^ to the assembler spedfications of

the Vlfestera Design Center, creators ofthe 65816.

The power of Orca/M also results in its complexity. Its use of pseudo

opcodes, particularly for macros and conditional assembly is the least like

the assemblers common to the Apple world. Indeed, Orca/Mcomes with an

operating system,a shell around ProDOS, that allows Uie adding offunctions

to the assembly environment It is a sfruggle to get used to; whether it is

worth the stioiggle depends on whether you need its power.

The publisher of Orca/M is The Byte Works, Inc., 8000 Wagon Mound Drive

rm Albuquerque.MM 07120 (505) 89&«183. It sells for $79.95.

3. The S-C Macro Assembler comes with an assembler that can handle

6502, 65C02, Sweet-16 and 65816 code witti full 24-bit addressing. The

editor is nearly as easy to use as the Meriin Pro editor. Its macro, conditional

assembler, and other pseudo opcodes are easy to understand although a bit

differentthan the Appfe "standard." It comes in either a DOS 3.3 or a ProDOS

version (or you can purchase both versions together at a substantial

discount).

A significant advantage to the S-C Macro Assembler is that it is part of a
system. Various add-on propmns^e available induding a aoss-reference

utility, a fiill screen editor, a commented ^plesoft disassembly, and even

aoss assemblers to create 6800, 6809, 68000, Z-80, and PDP-11 code. You
can also purchase the sourcecode forthe assembler itself,a commitmentto

open programming rarely seen.

The biggest advantage of the system, though, is a monthly periodical

dish-ibuted and largely written by the assembler's creator. Bob Sander-

Cederlof. Appie Assembly Lines is the only publication today carrying any

significant 65816 assembly language articles. The assembler used for

program listing in Apple Assembly Lines is the Assembler.

The publisher of tiie S-C Macro Assembler is S-C Software Corporation,

2331 Qus Thomasson, Suite 125, P.O. Box 280300, Dallas, TX 75228 (214)

324-2050. It sells for $100 for eitiier UieDOS 3.3 orProDOSversionand $120
for both versions.
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Hardware. There are several different palhsyou can follow to put either a

65802 or a 65816 in your Apple.

L The least expensive way is to remove the 6502/65C02 and replate it

with a 65802 chip. This method restrictsyou to 16-bitaddressing.The chip is

available from S-C Software for $50.

2. Apple He owners can use an Applel6 65816 Co-Processor Board. This

board fits into any available slot of the Apple lie and has a 65816 chip with

256K of linearly addressable memory. Of course you will have to create you

own routines toview the contents ofmemoryabove the first 64K as theApple

He Monitor onlyworkson Are first 64K bank. The board is available from the

Com Log Corporation, 11056 n. 23rd Drive, #104, Phoenix, AZ 85029 (602)

248-0769. It costs $395.00.

3.Apple He owners can also purchase a card that fits onto the motherboard,

not into an expansion slot Checkmate Technology, Inc., 509 South Rockford

Drive, Tempe, AZ 85281 (602) 966-5802, makes a MuWRAM EX 65816 Co-

Processor Card. A similar card is also made byApplied Engineering, PO. Box

798, CarroIIton, TX 75006 (214) 241-6060. For both cards, installation

consists of removing the 6502/65C02 and the MMU chips from your Apple

lie motherboard, placing the MMU chip onto the 65816 card, and placing fee

pins on the 65816 card into the now empty 6502/65C02 and MMU sockete.

Each card can also be attached, via a suppfied cable, to the respective

expanded 80 column card (Multiram lie by Checkmate Technology and

Ramworks II by Applied Engineering) to permit linear addressing of 256K

and more of memory The Applied Engineering board can also connect to

the Applied Engineering RamFactor standard slotmemory expansion board.

Prices: MultiRam EX $189; MultiRam He, $159.95 (with 64K); Applied

Engineering 65C816 16 Bit Card, $159; RamWorks II, $179 (with 64K);

RamFactor, $239 (with 256K).

4. Checkmate Technology also makes a card similar to the MultiRAM EX

thatworks with their CX board, an Apple He memory expansion system. This

is the only method by which Apple He owners can put a 65816 in their

computer Prices: 65C816 upgrade forCX $119.95; CX board, $199.95 (with

256K).

5. There is a "16-bit option" advertised for the Applied Engineering

TVanswarp fast processor board for the Apple He. This 16-bit option is a

65802, not a 65816. Prices: 16-bit 65802 upgrade, $89; Transwafp, $279.

Books. There are four books announced on assemblylanguage program-

ming for the 65816. They are listed here in alphabetical order. No attempt is

made at reviewing these books both because not all are currently available

and because I might be considered somewhat biased on this subject

L 65816/65802 Assembly Language Programming by Michael Fischer,

published by Osbome/McQraw-Hill. Currently available. $19.95.

2. Programming the 65816 by David Eyes and Ron Lichty, to be published

Brady Communications. Not currently available. $22.95.

3. Programming the 65816 by Wlliam Labiak, published by Sybex.

Currently available. $22.95.

4. TTie Handboolc 6502, 65C02 and 65816 byStephen Hendrix, published

byWeber Systems. Availability unknown. $17.95.

Whoa, looks like Fischer and I got so long-winded

there's almost no space left this month for letters,

next month Uncle DOS will get at least six pages to

make up for the shortage this montK however, so

send him somethinggood today.

Hard copy

I am veiy interested in the hardware side Of the

Apple and was wondering ifthere are any newsletters

or magazines devoted to Apple hardware?

RobertTMuir

Femdale, Calif.

/ don't know of any newsletters or magazines

devoted completely to J^ple hardware. I assume

you have read the two books Understanding the

Applen and Understanding theApple He, byJim

Sather ($22.95 and $24.95 from Quality Software,

21610 Lassen St #7, Chatsworth, CA 91311). These

are to Apple hardware what the old and new testa-

ments are to Christian theology.

AppleWorks DIFficulties

I recently attempted to move a lengthy Wsinie data

base to AppleWorks, using the DIF conversion program

provided by VisiFile, Apple's CONVERT program, and

the AppleWorks "make a new file from a DIF file

"

option. This didn't work—AppleWorks aborted the

read function immediately after displaying the "Getting

this file ' message.

I developed a really ugly work-around by treating

the DIF file as a text file and editing out all sorts of

"arbage (you wouldn't want to know the details), but

would appreciate any tips on why the prescribed

procedure did notwork and how it might be fixed.

Douglas J. Sietsema

Culver City, Calif.

/ don't know anything about VisiFUe, but I think I

know enough about DIF files andabout AppleWtorks

to ar\swer your question. DIF files consist of two

miyor parts, a header section and a data section.

Each item in the header section is three lines long;

each item in the data section is two lines long. This is

the garbage you saw when you loaded the file into

the AppleWorks word processor as anASCII text file.

The header section of a DIF ftle looks something

like this:

TABLE

0,1

VECTORS

0,2

TUPLES

DfiTH

This is the minimum amount of informationyouH
find in a DIFfile header Theprotocol allowsprograms

that create DIF files, such as VisiFUe, to Insert

additional header Items between the 5-llne TABLE

item and the 5-line DATA item. The protocol says that

programs reading DIFfiles should ignore these extra

pieces of information ifthey don't recognize them.

AppleWorks, however, refuses to read DIFfiles that

have anything in the headerother than the minimum
amount of Information. This is a bug that should be

fixed.

In the meantime, the solution is to load the DIFfile

Into the word processor (tell the word processor it's

a standard ASCII text file, not a DIF file, just as you

did before) and delete all the 5-llne Items In the

header except the four shown above. Then print the

file back into an ASCII text file. This new text file

realty has the internal format ofa DIF file, ofcourse,

and will load directty Into the spreadsheet or data

base by way of the "make a new file from a DIF file"

route.

I wrote up a complete description of the internal

format ofDIF files, as well as Applesoft subroutines

for reading and writing them, in the February 1984

Softalk, page 65, ifyou'd like tofind outwhat all that

garbage was.
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